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Tunisian flags outside the Carthage airport in Tunis Tunisia
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An Alitalia airplane at the Carthage airport in Tunis Tunisia
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An Alitalia airplane at the Carthage airport in Tunis Tunisia
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An Alitalia airplane at the Carthage airport in Tunis Tunisia
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Bienvenue a Gremda Welcome to Gremda sign in Sfax Tunisia
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Tata Fatma and Tonton Amar at the cemetery in Sfax Tunisia
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Along Avenue Hedi Chaker towards the center and Medina in Sfax Tunisia
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Red tunisian flags along Avenue Hedi Chaker towards the center and Medina in Sfax Tunisia
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The old city walls and red tunisian flags along Avenue Hedi Chaker towards the center and Medina in Sfax Tunisia
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The mosque an red tunisian flags along Avenue Hedi Chaker towards the center and Medina in Sfax Tunisia
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The mosque an red tunisian flags along Avenue Hedi Chaker towards the center and Medina in Sfax Tunisia
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The square and red tunisian flags along Avenue Hedi Chaker towards the center and Medina in Sfax Tunisia
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View of the square below with the mosque from the 5th floor at the Les Oliviers Palace hotel on 25 Avenue Hedi Chaker in Sfax Tunisia
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View of the square and pedestrian zone Avenue Hedi Chaker towards the center from the 5th floor at the Les Oliviers Palace hotel on 25 Avenue Hedi Chaker in Sfax Tunisia
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License plate on a police car in Tunisia
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A blue license plate on a blue car in Tunis Tunisia
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An yellow mailbox at the Carthage airport in Tunis Tunisia
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Inside the old city walls is the center or the Medina in Sfax Tunisia . Shops
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Inside the old city walls is the center or the Medina in Sfax Tunisia . Shops
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Inside the old city walls is the center or the Medina in Sfax Tunisia . Shops a man preparing perfume in a bottle
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Inside the old city walls is the center or the Medina in Sfax Tunisia . Shops a man preparing perfume in a bottle
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Inside the old city walls is the center or the Medina in Sfax Tunisia . Shops and a scooter motor bike driving through the narrow alley lots of people
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Misspelled sign in german of the partner city Marburg Zwichen should be spelled Zwischen in Sfax Tunisia
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Typical tunisian highway marker distance signpost in Sfax Tunisia
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A stop sign and red tunisian flags along Avenue Hedi Chaker towards the center and Medina in Sfax Tunisia
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